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Abstract—In this paper, several configurations of a rotary magnetic
refrigerator are proposed and investigated using three dimensional
finite element method simulations. Their electromagnetic performance
is analyzed considering the magnetic flux density, the forces and the
torque. The rotor is a single permanent magnet while the stator is
made of four refrigerant beds and a magnetic yoke. Multipole stators
or rotors with 4, 6 and 8 refrigerant beds have been tested. The beds
can be fitted or set at the inner surface of the yoke. The yoke can have
smooth or salient poles. To minimize the magnetic torque, an original
structure is proposed and tested. It is composed of two half-systems
assembled with a 45◦ angle shift between rotors or stators. Because of
the large amount of data, a suitable procedure to achieve an effective
comparison between all configurations is established.

1. INTRODUCTION

The future of magnetic refrigeration looks bright. Much research
is ongoing in the field of magnetocaloric materials and magnetic
refrigeration systems to find a suitable way to make an efficient
machine [1–3]. Even though significant advances are achieved in giant
magnetocaloric materials around room temperature and the feasibility
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of magnetic cooling technology has been demonstrated through several
prototypes [4–6], more work on both the fundamental and practical
plane is needed to master this technology and introduce it in industrial
and domestic applications [7–11].

Magnetic refrigeration (MR) is based on the magnetocaloric effect
(MCE), defined as an intrinsic property of some magnetic materials
which respond to an external applied magnetic field by a variation in
their temperature. The temperature increases when the magnetic field
is applied (magnetization phase) and decreases when the magnetic field
is removed (demagnetization phase). This shows the fundamental and
important role of the applied magnetic field. Thus, the design of the
magnetic field source in MR systems should be one of the first issues
that researchers should focus on. On the international level, many
teams are working on new MR systems structures [3]. Particular efforts
have been done to increase magnetic induction for more powerful MR
systems [12–17].

The operation and performance of magnetic cooling system are
governed by many factors closely interacting with each other. This
paper presents the design of a rotating multipole magnetic field source
using finite element simulations. To optimize the performance of such
a system, several configurations are proposed. The performances of
all configurations are compared to each other according to three major
criteria: magnetic induction level, forces and torque (magnetic efforts).

We report the electromagnetic computations performed with the
commercial finite element software namely, Fluxr [18]. Computations
are undertaken to maximize the magnetization in order to get the
best MR performance (temperature span and cooling power) and limit
mechanical efforts (forces and torque).

2. STUDIED CONFIGURATIONS

2.1. Description of the Initial Configuration

The initial rotating machine configuration called Structure 0©, is the
one used in our magnetic refrigeration prototype [16, 19, 20]. It is
similar to some existing prototypes [9, 14]. The rotor is a permanent
magnet and the stator is made of a magnetic yoke and four refrigerant
beds named in a clockwise order b1, b2, b3 and, b4 (Fig. 1(a)).The yoke
is composed of four poles to concentrate the magnetic flux within the
four refrigerant beds. The magnetization and demagnetization phases
are obtained by a simple rotation of the permanent magnet. The beds
undergo an active magnetic regenerative refrigeration cycle (AMRR)
and operate two by two in the opposite way, i.e., if b1 and b3 are
magnetized b2 and b4 are demagnetized and vice versa. This working
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Figure 1. Structure 0© configuration and main dimensional
characteristics.

Table 1. The main geometrical parameters.

Name Description Value
RPM magnet radius 53.5 mm
WPM magnet width 53.0 mm
RY yoke external radius 129.0mm
tY yoke pole thickness 29.0 mm
WY yoke pole width 53.0 mm
WB Bed width 40.0mm
tB Bed thickness 17.0 mm
e Airgap bed/magnet 1.70mm

principle allows increasing the output cooling power of the system. The
main geometrical parameters are defined in Fig. 1(b) and their values
are given in Table 1.

2.2. Description of the Different Studied Configurations

Structure 0© is optimized to provide the highest induction level in
the given volume of MCE material. It is chosen because of its easy
construction. However it induces high mechanical stresses on both the
refrigerant beds and the driving actuator. More poles are better to
minimize the magnetic torque but it leads to a more complex AMRR
cycle. A first, quick, and original solution was found to overcome
the torque issue. This solution uses a passive torque compensation
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system which is an 8 poles synchronous magnetic coupling, designed
to produce the same torque as the MR prototype [19] but with opposite
phase. With this solution a reduction of 10 was achieved.

Alternatively, a complete study was performed to improve the
Structure 0© [19], and as a result eight new configurations were
proposed and their magnetic behaviors were studied. For all
configurations, the sizes of the magnet, the refrigerant bed and the
airgap are fixed. Then, the stator structure is modified to study the
influence of the number of beds, the yoke shape, etc.. These structures
are presented in Fig. 2 and they can be briefly described as follows:

• Structure 1© is nearly the same as the initial one. Only the
refrigerant beds and the stator poles have been modified from
rectangular to cylindrical shapes (the same as the rotor shape) as
shown in Fig. 2(a).

• Structure 2© has the same shape of the initial configuration.
Nonetheless, the number of MCE material blocks is increased
to study its influence on the magnetic behavior of the magnetic
field source. Increasing this number theoretically decreases the
magnetic torque of the system. So a 6-pole yoke and 6 refrigerant
beds are used instead of 4. All the other parts and dimensions are
kept identical (Fig. 2(b)).

• Structure 3© has the same shape and the same number of
refrigerant blocks as Structure 0©. However, Structure 3© has
a smooth yoke without any pole (Fig. 2(c)). The objective of this
structure is to study the influence of the yoke poles.

• Structure 4© is similar to Structure 3© but has 6 blocks instead of
4 (Fig. 2(d)). The aim of this structure is to study the influence of
the number of MCE material blocks in a structure without yoke
poles.

• In Structure 5©, another solution to reduce the magnetic torque is
investigated. The initial structure is split into two-half structures
which are assembled in such a way to compensate their torques.
This can be achieved by a 45◦ angle shift of either one of the
stators or the rotors as shown in Fig. 2(e) for Structure 5©-a
and Structure 5©-b, respectively. In both structures the distance
between the two parts should be optimized in order to reduce their
interactions. In our case this distance is found equal to the half
the length of the structure. This configuration is very interesting;
it allows obtaining multi-stage structures. This will increase the
power cooling of such systems.

• In Structure 6©, the 4 refrigerant beds are inserted into the yoke
as shown in Fig. 2(f). In this case, the yoke is larger than the
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initial structure. Its role is to canalize the magnetic flux as well
as to maintain mechanically the beds.
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(c) Structure  (d) Structure  
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Figure 2. Description of the 8 configurations derived from
structure 0©.
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• Structure 7© is similar to Structure 3©, but wedges are set on the
beds in front of the magnet (Fig. 2(g)). They are additional 10mm
thick steel parts aimed to support the tangential forces instead of
the materials beds.

• The Structure 8©, has four poles at the rotor, eight refrigerant
beds and a smooth poles yoke at the stator (Fig. 2(h)).

In addition to these 8 structures, some other combinations are possible
among the proposed ones, for instance the number of blocks can be
increased to 8 with cylindrical or rectangular shapes.

2.3. Finite Element Simulation Conditions and Analysis
Criteria

The finite element simulations were performed using FLUXr software
in three dimensions. An infinite box is used to take into account the
end effects. To save numerical cost and memory, the length of the
structure is fixed to 50mm. This induces higher 3D effects than in
the real structure which is three times longer. The problem has been
solved in magnetostatic formulation. Rotor motion is easily taken into
consideration thanks to its position parameterization.

In all the studies, the remanent magnetization and the relative
permeability of the magnet are fixed respectively to 1.47 T and 1.067
(NdFeB magnets). The stator is described by the non linear B(H) law
of XC10 steel and the MCE material by an isotropic bulk gadolinium
material with a relative permeability of 2 (Fig. 3). No eddy current or
hysteresis is considered.

Figure 3. The relative permeability of the gadolinium versus the
temperature and function of the magnetic induction.
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Because of the large number of simulations, a numerical tool has
been developed to compare the different structures in an effective
way. It makes a link between MATLABr and FLUXr softwares. It
allows defining the simulation conditions, starting the resolutions, and
computing the desired quantities from the results obtained by Flux.
Thus, the following magnetic quantities are scanned as a function of
the rotor position:

• magnetic induction evolution against θ in different points of a grid
defined in the four beds

• maximum, minimum, and average B(θ) values
• magnetic torque supported by each part of the structure magnetic

forces undergone by the refrigerant beds.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 gives the main results obtained with Structure 0©. For
θ = 0, the magnet is set along the Y axis. The two beds (b1, b3)
are magnetized while (b2, b4) are demagnetized, the induction level in
the centre of each bed varying from 0.05 to 0.94T. The computation in
different points of the material showed that the average bed induction
is almost the same as its average value taken in the bed centre. The
difference observed is about 5%. The total torque of the structure is the
cogging torque computed on the rotor. It has also the opposite value
of the torque obtained on the stator. It varies sinusoidally with the
magnet position and its maximum value is about 20 Nm. The magnetic
forces components FX and FY vary differently with the angle position
θ. Their maximum values are respectively about 80 N and 95 N. These
torque and forces are quite high and seriously impact the mechanical
withstand of the bed frame and also the fluid flow [20].

These results suggest the following comments:

• As pointed out before, Structure 0© allows the highest possible
induction level. In addition, B(θ) evolution is the most trapezoidal
one. This ensures a better magnetization and demagnetization
cycle. As a negative consequence, the cogging torque and forces
are very high.

• A smooth yoke decreases the total torque. In that case, the
reluctance variation is only due to MCE magnetic beds which act
as additional poles. The maximum induction level is a little bit
lower and forces are almost the same. The reduction of the torque
is more important in the case of four refrigerant beds Structures
( 0© to 3©). For Structures 2© and 4©, the torque is mainly due
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to the refrigerant beds geometry and the yoke shape influence is
negligible.

• Increasing the number of beds from 4 to 6 strongly decreases the
magnetic torque for both salient and smooth pole yoke structures
(by comparing Structure 0© to 2© and Structure 3© to 4©, reduction
factors of 5 and 4, respectively are achieved). However the
interactions between the beds are stronger and lead to both a
decrease of the induction level, and a smoother magnetic field
excitation.

• Torque cancellation is almost achieved in the Structure 5© due
to the cascade arrangement. The induction and force variations
are not modified. A system with several shifted blocks can be
considered to increase the cooling power or investigate different
MCE materials in order to enlarge their temperature working
range.

θ=0° θ=45°

(a) Induction level distribution. 

(b) Induction (T) as a function of θ (°) at the center of the beds 
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(c) Torques (N.m) as a function of θ (°) 

(d) Forces (N) as a function of θ (°) 

Figure 4. Main results obtained on structure 0© (when θ = 0, the
magnet is along the Y axis, (b1, b3) are magnetized while (b2, b4) are
demagnetized).

• Burying the beds into the yoke (Structure 6©) is not a good
solution. It allows reducing the torque but reduces in the same
way the induction level and increases the forces. In practice, the
flux is partially short- circuited by the yoke.

• In Structure 7©, the inserted soft magnetic parts support a large
fraction of the forces applied on the bed. Thus, X-component
force is completely cancelled and the Y -component is reduced by
40%. However the induction level is also reduced because flux
leakages appear between the additional parts, beds and yoke.

• Finally, a four-pole rotor (Structure 8©) leads to an interesting
configuration only for FX reduction. The maximum induction
level is lower than the one of a two-pole rotor (Structure 3©). The
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B(θ) variation is quasi sinusoidal with a demagnetization level of
0.1T. Flux leakages are more important and the Y -component
force is three times higher than in the Structure 3©.

The main results obtained for all the configurations are given in

Table 2. Summary of the main results obtained for the nine
configurations.

Configurations Criteria

N
ο Geometry Bmax (T) Tmax (N.m) FX,max (N) FY,max (N)

0.94 19.6 78.7 93.5

0.87 15.6 73.5 159.6 

0.9 3.6 99.4 113.7 

0.91 12.6 64.5 107.5 

0.9 3.3 100.3 120

0.91 1.9 64.5 107.5 

0.72 6 122 633

0.7 12.4 0 65.5

0.75 3 34.3 378.5 
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Table 2 where Bmax, Tmax, FX max, and FY max are the maximum values
of the bed flux density, the total torque, the X and Y components
of the force applied to beds. It allows comparison of the different
configurations.

4. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Optimization of magnetic field sources for MR refrigeration systems
should be undertaken to maximize the MCE and minimize the
magnetic forces and torque. This is required to get the best
performance, to insure mechanical withstanding of the refrigerant bed,
a low energy consumption of the driving actuator.

In this paper, 3D finite element simulations have been performed
in order to analyze the magnetic behavior of several configurations of a
MR structure: smooth and salient pole yoke, 2 or 4 poles magnet, 4, 6
or 8 refrigerant beds, etc. Results show that canceling magnetic forces
or torques is often achieved at the cost of the magnetic field intensity
in the beds. An original structure composed of two 45◦ shifted half-
systems is proposed and validated. Some tested configurations can be
combined to obtain a better solution.
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